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Furniture & Furnishings 8s 

A 

AMBERINA AABEIMNR type of glassware [n -S] 

AMPHORAL AAHLMOPR AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [adj] 

AMPULLAR AALLMPRU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [adj] 

ANTEROOM AEMNOORT waiting room [n -S] 

AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj] 

AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S] 

AQUARIUM AAIMQRUU water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n -S, -IA] 

ARMCHAIR AACHIMRR chair with armrests [n -S] 

 

Furniture & Furnishings 8s 

B 

BACKREST ABCEKRST back support [n -S] 

BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S] 

BACKYARD AABCDKRY area at rear of house [n -S] 

BAKEWARE AABEEKRW dishes used for baking [n -S] 

BALLROOM ABLLMOOR large room for dancing [n -S] 

BALUSTER ABELRSTU railing support [n -S] 

BANISTER ABEINRST handrail (railing used for support) [n -S] 

BARRIQUE ABEIQRRU wine barrel [n -S] 

BARSTOOL ABLOORST stool in barroom [n -S] 

BASALTES AABELSST unglazed stoneware [n BASALTES] 

BASEMENT ABEEMNST part of building below ground level [n -S] 

BASINFUL ABFILNSU as much as basin can hold [n -S] 

BASKETRY ABEKRSTY basket weaving [n -RIES] 

BASSINET ABEINSST basket used as baby's crib [n -S] 

BECARPET  ABCEEPRT  to cover with carpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDBOARD ABBDDEOR board placed between mattress and bedspring [n -S] 

BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S] 

BEDCOVER BCDEEORV cover for bed [n -S] 

BEDDABLE ABBDDEEL suitable for taking to bed [adj] 

BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S] 

BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S] 

BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S] 

BEDQUILT BDEILQTU quilt for bed [n -S] 

BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S] 

BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bedframe [n -S] 

BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S] 

BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S] 

BEFLEAED ABDEEEFL BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BENTWOOD BDENOOTW wood bent for use in furniture [n -S] 

BILLIARD ABDIILLR carom shot in billiards (table game) [n -S] 

BINNACLE ABCEILNN compass stand [n -S] 

BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S] 

BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S] 
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BOISERIE BEEIIORS wood paneling on wall [n -S] 

BOLTHEAD ABDEHLOT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -S] 

BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 

BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S] 

BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S] 

BOUGHPOT BGHOOPTU large vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S] 

BUFFERED BDEEFFRU BUFFER, to cushion (to pad with soft material) [v] 

BUHLWORK BHKLORUW buhl (style of furniture decoration) [n -S] 

BUNGALOW ABGLNOUW small cottage [n -S] 
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C 

CABRIOLE ABCEILOR curved furniture leg [n -S] 

CACHEPOT ACCEHOPT ornamental container for flowerpot [n -S] 

CAGELING ACEGGILN caged bird [n -S] 

CALATHOS AACHLOST fruit basket [n -HI] 

CALATHUS AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI] 

CAMBOOSE ABCEMOOS large cabin at logging camp [n -S] 

CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cup [n CANTHARI] 

CARBOYED ABCDEORY CARBOY, large bottle [adj] 

CARDCASE AACCDERS case for holding cards [n -S] 

CARPETED ACDEEPRT CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

CARRYCOT ACCORRTY baby’s portable cot [n -S] 

CASEMENT ACEEMNST type of window [n -S] 

CASKETED ACDEEKST CASKET, to place in casket (burial case) [v] 

CATCHALL AACCHLLT container for odds and ends [n -S] 

CATHEDRA AACDEHRT bishop’s throne [n -S, -E] 

CELLARED ACDEELLR CELLAR, to store in underground room [v] 

CELLARET ACEELLRT cabinet for wine bottles [n -S] 

CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S] 

CHIMBLEY BCEHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -S] 

CHIMENEA ACEEHIMN outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb [n -S] 

CHIMINEA ACEHIIMN chimenea (outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb) [n -S] 

CINERARY ACEINRRY used for cremated ashes [n -RIES] 

CLUBROOM BCLMOORU room for club’s meetings [n -S] 

COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S] 

COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S] 

COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S] 

COCKLOFT CCFKLOOT small attic (story or room directly below roof of house) [n -S] 

COMFIEST CEFIMOST COMFY, comfortable [adj] 

COPYDESK CDEKOPSY editor's desk in newspaper office [n -S] 

COSINESS CEINOSSS coziness (state of being cozy (snug and comfortable)) [n -ES] 

COTTAGER ACEGORTT one that lives in cottage (small house) [n -S] 

COTTAGEY ACEGOTTY resembling small house [adj] 

COVERLET CEELORTV bed covering [n -S] 

COVERLID CDEILORV coverlet (bed covering) [n -S] 
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COZINESS CEINOSSZ state of being cozy (snug and comfortable) [n -ES] 

CREDENZA ACDEENRZ piece of furniture [n -S] 

CROCKERY CCEKORRY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -RIES] 

CROCKPOT CCKOOPRT electric cooking pot [n -S] 

CUPBOARD ABCDOPRU cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n -S] 

 

Furniture & Furnishings 8s 

D 

DEATHBED ABDDEEHT bed on which person dies [n -S] 

DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S] 

DISHLIKE DEHIIKLS resembling dish [adj] 

DISHWARE ADEHIRSW tableware used in serving food [n -S] 

DONNIKER DEIKNNOR bathroom or privy [n -S] 

DOORBELL BDELLOOR bell at door [n -S] 

DOORCASE ACDEOORS frame for door [n -S] 

DOORJAMB ABDJMOOR vertical piece at side of doorway [n -S] 

DOORLESS DELOORSS having no door [adj] 

DOORPOST DOOOPRST doorjamb (vertical piece at side of doorway) [n -S] 

DOORSILL DILLOORS sill of door [n -S] 

DOORSTEP DEOPRST step leading to door [n -S] 

DOORSTOP DOOOPRST object used for holding door open [n -S] 

DOORYARD ADDOORRY yard in front of house [n -S] 

DORMERED DDEEMORR DORMER, type of window [adj] 

DRAPABLE AABDELPR DRAPE, to arrange in graceful folds [adj] 

DWELLING DEGILLNW place of residence [n -S]  
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E 

ELEGANCE ACEEEGLN tasteful opulence [n -S] 

ELEGANCY ACEEGLNY elegance (tasteful opulence) [n -CIES] 

ENSHRINE EEHINNRS to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENTRESOL EELNORST mezzanine [n -S] 

ENTRYWAY AENRTWYY serving as entrance [n -S] 

EPISTYLE EEILPSTY part of classical building [n -S] 

 

Furniture & Furnishings 8s 

F 

FANLIGHT AFGHILNT type of window [n -S] 

FAUTEUIL AEFILTUU armchair (chair with armrests) [n -S] 

FERETORY EEFORRTY receptacle in which sacred relics are kept [n -RIES] 

FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, wine bottle [n] 

FIGULINE EFGIILNU piece of pottery [n -S] 

FIGURINE EFGIINRU small statue [n -S] 

FILISTER EFIILRST groove on window frame [n -S] 

FIREBACK ABCEFIKR cast-iron plate along back of fireplace [n -S] 

FIRESIDE DEEFIIRS area immediately surrounding fireplace [n -S] 
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FISHBOWL BFHILOSW bowl in which live fish are kept [n -S] 

FISHPOND DFHIPOPS pond abounding in edible fish [n -S] 

FLATWARE AAEFLRTW tableware that is fairly flat [n -S] 

FLESHPOT EFHLOPST pot for cooking meat [n -S] 

FLOORAGE AEFGLOOR floor space [n -S] 

FLOORING FGILNOOR FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

FOOTPATH AFHOOPTT path for pedestrians [n -S] 

FOOTREST EFOORSTT support for feet [n -S] 

FOURPLEX EFLOPRUX quadplex (building having four units) [n -ES] 

FRONTAGE AEFGNORT front of building or lot [n -S] 

FROWSTED DEFORSTW FROWST, to lounge in stuffy room [v] 
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G  

GALLIPOT AGILLOPT small earthen jar [n -S] 

GARRETED ADEEGRRT GARRET, attic (story or room directly below roof of house) [adj] 

GASALIER AAEGILRS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASELIER AEEGILRS gaslight chandelier [n -S] 

GASOLIER AEGILORS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ES, -ER] 

GAZEBOES ABEEGOSZ GAZEBO, roofed structure open on sides [n] 

GLASSFUL AFGLLSSU as much as drinking glass will hold [n -S] 

GLASSING AGGILNSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSMAN AAGLMNSS glazier (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes)) [n -MEN] 

GOMBROON BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S] 

GOURDFUL DFGLORUU as much as hollowed gourd can hold [n -S] 

GRILLERY EGILLRRY place where grilled foods are served [n -RIES] 

GUERIDON DEGINORU small stand or table [n -S] 

GYMNASIA AAGIMNSY gyms (rooms for athletic activities) [n] 
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H 

HACIENDA AACDEHIN estate [n -S] 

HAREWOOD ADEHOORW sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S] 

HATBOXES ABEHOSTX HATBOX, box for hat [n] 

HATCHECK ACCEHHKT room for temporary keeping of hats [n -S] 

HEADREST ADEEHRST support for head [n -S] 

HIDEAWAY AADEHIWY hideout (place of refuge) [n -S] 

HOMELIKE EEHIKLMO suggestive of home [adj] 

HOMESITE EEHIMOST location for house [n -S] 

HOMINESS EHIMNOSS quality of being homey (homelike (suggestive of home)) [n -ES] 

HOSPITIA AHIIOPST places of shelter [n] 

HOSTELRY EHLORSTY inn [n -RIES] 

HOUSEFUL EFHLOSUU as much as house will hold [n -S] 

HOUSESIT EHIOSSTU to occupy dwelling while tenants are away [v -SAT, -TTING, -S] 

HOUSETOP EHOOPSTU roof of house [n -S] 
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HYPOGEUM EGHMOPUY underground chamber [n -EA] 
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I 

ICEBOXES BCEEIOSX ICEBOX, cabinet for cooling food [n] 

INTRADOS ADINORST inner curve of arch [n -ES] 

INURNING GIINNNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

IRONWORK IKNOORRW objects made of iron [n -S] 
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J 

JALOUSIE AEIJLOSU type of window [n -S] 

JEROBOAM ABEJMOOR wine bottle [n -S] 
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K 

KEEPSAKE AEEEKKPS memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -S] 
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L 

LADLEFUL ADEFLLLU as much as ladle will hold [n -S] 

LAMPLESS AELLMPSS lacking lamp (device for giving light) [adj] 

LAMPPOST ALMOPPST post supporting streetlight [n -S] 

LAPBOARD AABDLOPR flat board used as table or desk [n -S] 

LATCHKEY ACEHKLTY key for opening latched door [n -S] 

LATHWORK AHKLORTW lathing (work made of or using laths) [n -S] 

LAVATORY AALORTVY room equipped with washing and toilet facilities [n -RIES] 

LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LINOLEUM EILLMNOU durable material used as floor covering [n -S] 

LOCKLESS CEKLLOSS lacking lock (mechanical fastening device) [adj] 

LOCUTORY CLOORTUY room in monastery [n -RIES] 

LODGMENT DEGLMNOT lodging (temporary place to live) [n -S] 

LOFTLESS EFLLOSST having no loft [adj] 

LOFTLIKE EFIKLLOT resembling loft [adj] 

LONGNECK CEGKLNNO beer bottle with long neck [n -S] 

LOUVERED DEELORUV LOUVER, type of window [adj] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 
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M 

MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S] 

MAJOLICA AACIJLMO type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

MAMATEEK AAEEKMMT type of wigwam (Native American dwelling) [n -S] 

MANORIAL AAILMNOR MANOR, landed estate or territorial unit [adj] 
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MATCHBOX ABCHMOTX small box [n -ES] 

MESSUAGE AEEGMSSU dwelling house with its adjacent buildings and land [n -S] 

MILLWORK IKLLMORW woodwork produced by milling [n -S] 

MISERERE EEEIMRRS part of church seat [n -S] 

MONTEITH EHIMNOTT large punch bowl [n -S] 

MORESQUE EEMOQRSU ancient decorative style [n -S] 

MUNTINED DEIMNNTU MUNTIN, dividing strip for window panes [adj] 

MURRHINE EHIMNRRU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [adj] 
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N 

NAPERIES AEEINPRS NAPERY, table linen [n] 

NESTLIKE EEIKLNST resembling nest [adj] 

NEXTDOOR DENOORTX located in next building or room [adj] 

NONSTICK CIKNNOST allowing of easy removal of cooked food particles [adj] 

NOOKLIKE EIKKLNOO NOOK, corner, as in room [adj] 
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O 

ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj] 

OPENWORK EKNOOPRW ornamental or structural work containing numerous openings [n -S] 

OUTHOUSE EHOOSTUU toilet housed in small structure [n -S] 
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P 

PALATIAL AAAILLPT resembling palace (royal residence) [adj] 

PANELLED ADEELLNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

PANNIKIN AIIKNNNP small saucepan (deep cooking pan with handle) [n -S] 

PANTILED ADEILNPT PANTILE, roofing tile [adj] 

PANTRIES AEINPRST PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n] 

PARCLOSE ACELOPRS screen dividing areas in church [n -S] 

PARGETED ADEEGPRT PARGET, to cover with plaster [v] 

PEACEFUL ACEEFLPU undisturbed; calm [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

PEDESTAL ADEELPST to provide with architectural support or base [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PEDIMENT DEEIMNPT triangular architectural part [n -S] 

PEGBOARD ABDEGOPR board with holes for pegs [n -S] 

PENSIONE EEINNOPS boarding house [n -S, -NI] 

PICKWICK CCIIKKPW device for raising wicks in oil lamps [n -S] 

PILLOWED DEILLOPW PILLOW, to rest on pillow (cushion for head) [v] 

PLACEMAT AACELMPT table mat (piece of material for protecting surface) on which place setting is laid [n -S] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYROOM ALMOOPRY recreation room [n -S] 

POOLHALL AHLLLOOP poolroom (establishment for playing of billiards) [n -S] 

POOLROOM LMOOOOPR establishment for playing of billiards [n -S] 

POOLSIDE DEILOOPS area surrounding swimming pool [n -S] 

PORTABLE ABELOPRT something that can be carried [n -S] 
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PORTABLY ABLOPRTY so as to be capable of being carried [adv] 

PORTALED ADELOPRT PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance [adj] 

PORTIERE EEIOPRRT curtain for doorway [n -S] 

PRIEDIEU DEEIIPRU piece of furniture for kneeling on during prayer [n -S, -X] 
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QUADPLEX ADELPQUX building having four units [n -ES] 

QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 
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RAFTERED ADEEFRRT furnished with rafters [adj] 

RECAMIER ACEEIMRR backless couch [n -S] 

RECARPET ACEEPRRT to carpet again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REHOBOAM ABEHMOOR wine bottle [n -S] 

RENOVATE AEENORTV to make like new [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESIDENT DEEINRST one who resides [n -S] 

RESIDING DEGIINRS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

RESTROOM EMOORRST room furnished with toilets and sinks [n -S] 

RETILING EGIILNRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

ROCAILLE ACEILLOR rococo (style of architecture and decoration) [n -S] 

ROLLAWAY AALLORWY piece of furniture that can be rolled away when not in use [n -S] 

ROOMETTE EEMOORTT small room [n -S] 
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S 

SAUCEPAN AACENPSU deep cooking pan with handle [n -S] 

SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S] 

SCOOPFUL CFLOOPSU as much as scoop will hold [n -S] 

SCOOPING CGINOOPS SCOOP, to take up with scoop (spoon-shaped utensil) [v] 

SCULLERY CELLRSUY room in which kitchen utensils are cleaned and stored [n -RIES] 

SEATBACK AABCEKST back of seat [n -S] 

SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj] 

SEATWORK AEKORSTW work done at one's seat [n -S] 

SERAGLIO AEGILORS harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women) [n -S] 

SEVERIES EEEIRSSV SEVERY, compartment in vaulted ceiling [n] 

SHACKIER ACEHIKRS SHACKY, dilapidated [adj] 

SHACKING ACGHIKNS SHACK, to live or dwell [v] 

SHAMIANA AAAHIMNS large tent in India [n -S] 

SHANTIES AEHINSST SHANTY, small, crudely built dwelling [n] 

SHEALING AEGHILNS shepherd's hut [n -S] 

SHEDDING DDEGHINS SHED, to house in shed (small, low structure) [v] 

SHEDLIKE DEEHIKLS resembling shed [adj] 

SHELFFUL EFFHLLSU as much as shelf can hold [n -S] 

SHELVING EGHILNSV material for shelves [n -S] / SHELVE, to place on shelf [v] 
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SHIELING EGHIILNS shealing (shepherd's hut) [n -S] 

SHRINING GHIINNRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SICKROOM CIKMOORS room occupied by sick person [n -S] 

SKIRTING GIIKNRST board at base of wall [n -S] 

SKYLIGHT GHIKLSTY window in roof or ceiling [n -S] 

SLIPWARE AEILPRSW type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

SLUGABED ABDEGLSU one inclined to stay in bed out of laziness [n -S] 

SNUGGERY EGGNRSUY snug place [n -RIES] 

SNUGGEST EGGNSSTU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SOLANDER ADELNORS protective box for library materials [n -S] 

SOLARIUM AILMORSU room exposed to sun [n -IA, -S] 

SPOONFUL FLNOOPSU as much as spoon can hold [n -S] 

STANDISH ADHINSST receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES] 

STEMWARE AEEMRSTW type of glassware [n -S] 

STEPLESS EELPSSST lacking steps (structures for passing from one level to next) [adj] 

STOREYED DEEORSTY STOREY, horizontal division of building [adj] 

STUCCOED CCDEOSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

STUCCOER CCEORSTU one that stuccoes (to coat with type of plaster) [n -S] 

STUCCOES CCEOSSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 
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TABLEFUL ABEFLLTU as much as table can hold [n -S] 

TABLETOP ABELOPTT top of table [n -S] 

TANTALUS AALNSTTU case for wine bottles [n -ES] 

TAPESTRY AEPRSTTY to decorate with woven wall hangings [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

TEABOARD AABDEORT tray for serving tea [n -S] 

TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

TENTLESS EELNSSTT having no tent [adj] 

TENTLIKE EEIKLNTT resembling tent [adj] 

THACKING ACGHIKNT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 

THATCHED ACDEHHTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THATCHER ACEHHRTT one that thatches (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [n -S] 

THATCHES ACEHHSTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THRONING GHINNORT THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

TICKTACK ACCIKKTT to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TICKTOCK CCIKKOTT to make ticking sound of clock [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TILELIKE EEIIKLLT resembling tile [adj] 

TIMBERED BDEEIMRT TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 

TOKONOMA AKMNOOOT small alcove in Japanese house [n -S] 

TOLEWARE AEELORTW objects made of elaborately decorated sheet metal [n -S] 

TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S] 

TORCHERE CEEHORRT type of electric lamp [n -S] 

TORCHIER CEHIORRT torchere (type of electric lamp) [n -S] 
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TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

TRENCHER CEEHNRRT wooden platter for serving food [n -S] 

TRUNKFUL FKLNRTUU as much as trunk (storage box) can hold [n -S] 

TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj] 
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UNDERPAD ADDENPRU layer of soft foam laid under carpeting [n -S] 
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VANITORY AINORTVY combined dressing table and basin [n -RIES] 

VASELIKE AEEIKLSV VASE, rounded, decorative container [adj] 

VASIFORM AFIMORSV having form of vase [adj] 

VAVASORY AAORSVVY estate of vavasor [n -S] 

VELARIUM AEILMRUV awning over ancient Roman theater [n -IA] 

VENEERER EEEENRRV one that veneers (to overlay with thin layers of material) [n -S] 

VENETIAN AEEINNTV flexible window screen [n -S] 

VERANDAH AADEHNRV veranda (type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building)) [n -S] 

VESTRIES EEIRSSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [n] 
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WANNIGAN AAGINNNW wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n -S] 

WARDROOM ADMOORRW dining area for officers on warship [n -S] 

WASHBOWL ABHLOSWW bowl used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASHROOM AHMOORSW lavatory (room equipped with washing and toilet facilities) [n -S] 

WATERBED ABDEERTW bed whose mattress is plastic bag filled with water [n -S]  
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	AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S]
	AQUARIUM AAIMQRUU water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n -S, -IA]
	ARMCHAIR AACHIMRR chair with armrests [n -S]
	BACKREST ABCEKRST back support [n -S]
	BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S]
	BAKEWARE AABEEKRW dishes used for baking [n -S]
	BANISTER ABEINRST handrail (railing used for support) [n -S]
	BARRIQUE ABEIQRRU wine barrel [n -S]
	BASALTES AABELSST unglazed stoneware [n BASALTES]
	BASINFUL ABFILNSU as much as basin can hold [n -S]
	BASKETRY ABEKRSTY basket weaving [n -RIES]
	BASSINET ABEINSST basket used as baby's crib [n -S]
	BEDBOARD ABBDDEOR board placed between mattress and bedspring [n -S]
	BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S]
	BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S]
	BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S]
	BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S]
	BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S]
	BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bedframe [n -S]
	BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S]
	BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S]
	BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S]
	BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S]
	BOLTHEAD ABDEHLOT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -S]
	BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S]
	BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S]
	BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S]
	BOUGHPOT BGHOOPTU large vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S]
	CABRIOLE ABCEILOR curved furniture leg [n -S]
	CACHEPOT ACCEHOPT ornamental container for flowerpot [n -S]
	CAGELING ACEGGILN caged bird [n -S]
	CALATHOS AACHLOST fruit basket [n -HI]
	CALATHUS AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI]
	CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cup [n CANTHARI]
	CARBOYED ABCDEORY CARBOY, large bottle [adj]
	CARDCASE AACCDERS case for holding cards [n -S]
	CARRYCOT ACCORRTY baby’s portable cot [n -S]
	CATCHALL AACCHLLT container for odds and ends [n -S]
	CATHEDRA AACDEHRT bishop’s throne [n -S, -E]
	CELLARET ACEELLRT cabinet for wine bottles [n -S]
	CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S]
	COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S]
	COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S]
	COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S]
	CREDENZA ACDEENRZ piece of furniture [n -S]
	CROCKERY CCEKORRY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -RIES]
	CROCKPOT CCKOOPRT electric cooking pot [n -S]
	CUPBOARD ABCDOPRU cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n -S]
	DEATHBED ABDDEEHT bed on which person dies [n -S]
	DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S]
	DISHLIKE DEHIIKLS resembling dish [adj]
	FAUTEUIL AEFILTUU armchair (chair with armrests) [n -S]
	FERETORY EEFORRTY receptacle in which sacred relics are kept [n -RIES]
	FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, wine bottle [n]
	FIGULINE EFGIILNU piece of pottery [n -S]
	FISHBOWL BFHILOSW bowl in which live fish are kept [n -S]
	FLESHPOT EFHLOPST pot for cooking meat [n -S]
	FOOTREST EFOORSTT support for feet [n -S]
	GALLIPOT AGILLOPT small earthen jar [n -S]
	GLASSFUL AFGLLSSU as much as drinking glass will hold [n -S]
	GOMBROON BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S]
	GOURDFUL DFGLORUU as much as hollowed gourd can hold [n -S]
	HAREWOOD ADEHOORW sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S]
	HATBOXES ABEHOSTX HATBOX, box for hat [n]
	HEADREST ADEEHRST support for head [n -S]
	JEROBOAM ABEJMOOR wine bottle [n -S]
	LADLEFUL ADEFLLLU as much as ladle will hold [n -S]
	LAMPPOST ALMOPPST post supporting streetlight [n -S]
	LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI]
	LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI]
	LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI]
	LOCKLESS CEKLLOSS lacking lock (mechanical fastening device) [adj]
	LONGNECK CEGKLNNO beer bottle with long neck [n -S]
	LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S]
	MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S]
	MAJOLICA AACIJLMO type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S]
	MATCHBOX ABCHMOTX small box [n -ES]
	MISERERE EEEIMRRS part of church seat [n -S]
	MONTEITH EHIMNOTT large punch bowl [n -S]
	MURRHINE EHIMNRRU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [adj]
	OPENWORK EKNOOPRW ornamental or structural work containing numerous openings [n -S]
	PANNIKIN AIIKNNNP small saucepan (deep cooking pan with handle) [n -S]
	PANTRIES AEINPRST PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n]
	PEDESTAL ADEELPST to provide with architectural support or base [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	PORTABLY ABLOPRTY so as to be capable of being carried [adv]
	PRIEDIEU DEEIIPRU piece of furniture for kneeling on during prayer [n -S, -X]
	QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n]
	RECAMIER ACEEIMRR backless couch [n -S]
	REHOBOAM ABEHMOOR wine bottle [n -S]
	ROLLAWAY AALLORWY piece of furniture that can be rolled away when not in use [n -S]
	SAUCEPAN AACENPSU deep cooking pan with handle [n -S]
	SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S]
	SCOOPFUL CFLOOPSU as much as scoop will hold [n -S]
	SCULLERY CELLRSUY room in which kitchen utensils are cleaned and stored [n -RIES]
	SEATBACK AABCEKST back of seat [n -S]
	SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj]
	SEATWORK AEKORSTW work done at one's seat [n -S]
	SHELFFUL EFFHLLSU as much as shelf can hold [n -S]
	SLIPWARE AEILPRSW type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S]
	SOLANDER ADELNORS protective box for library materials [n -S]
	SPOONFUL FLNOOPSU as much as spoon can hold [n -S]
	STANDISH ADHINSST receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES]
	STEMWARE AEEMRSTW type of glassware [n -S]
	TABLEFUL ABEFLLTU as much as table can hold [n -S]
	TANTALUS AALNSTTU case for wine bottles [n -ES]
	TEABOARD AABDEORT tray for serving tea [n -S]
	TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n]
	TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S]
	TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S]
	TRUNKFUL FKLNRTUU as much as trunk (storage box) can hold [n -S]
	TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj]
	VANITORY AINORTVY combined dressing table and basin [n -RIES]
	VASELIKE AEEIKLSV VASE, rounded, decorative container [adj]
	VASIFORM AFIMORSV having form of vase [adj]
	WANNIGAN AAGINNNW wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n -S]
	WASHBOWL ABHLOSWW bowl used for washing oneself [n -S]
	WATERBED ABDEERTW bed whose mattress is plastic bag filled with water [n -S]

